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Abstract Bottom drag is believed to be one of the key mechanisms that remove kinetic energy from
the ocean's general circulation. However, large uncertainty still remains in global estimates of bottom
drag dissipation. One significant source of uncertainty comes from the velocity structures near the bottom
where the combination of sloping topography and stratification can reduce the mean flow magnitude,
and thus the bottom drag dissipation. Using high-resolution numerical simulations, we demonstrate that
previous estimates of bottom drag dissipation are biased high because they neglect velocity shear in the
bottom boundary layer. The estimated bottom drag dissipation associated with geostrophic flows over
the continental slopes is at least 56% smaller compared with prior estimates made using total velocities
outside the near-bottom layer. The diagnostics suggest the necessity of resolving the bottom boundary
layer structures in coarse-resolution ocean models and observations in order to close the global kinetic
energy budget.
Plain Language Summary

When an oceanic flow is close to the seafloor, the bottom
drag converts its kinetic energy (KE) to heat through viscous friction, and this dissipation of KE has
been shown to be very sensitive to the magnitude of the flow. Despite previous estimates indicating
the bottom drag being a significant mechanism for removing KE from the ocean's general circulation,
large uncertainty still remains. Using high-resolution numerical simulations of the Atlantic Ocean,
we demonstrate that accounting for the velocity reduction through the oceanic bottom boundary layer
reduces KE loss from the balanced flow (in which the pressure gradient force and Coriolis force balance)
by at least 56% over the continental slopes. This velocity reduction is due to the presence of sloping
topography and ocean stratification near the bottom, which should be resolved in future observational and
modeling efforts toward a more complete picture of the ocean's energy budget.

1. Introduction

The ocean circulation is continually energized by external forcing, with an estimated ∼0.8–1 TW of
mechanical energy input into the general circulation by wind work on the geostrophic flow (Ferrari &
Wunsch, 2009). This kinetic energy (KE) input must be balanced by dissipation at molecular scales for the
ocean energy budget to remain in equilibrium; however, identifying the mechanisms through which this occurs remains an ongoing challenge in oceanography. Several of the most prominent candidates for removing
KE from the ocean circulation involve flow over bottom topography, where energy can be removed from the
balanced flow directly through the quadratic bottom boundary layer (BBL) drag (Arbic et al., 2009; Scott &
Xu, 2009; Sen et al., 2008; Wright et al., 2013), by the generation and breaking of internal waves over rough
topography (Nikurashin & Ferrari, 2011; Scott et al., 2011; Trossman et al., 2013, 2016; Wright et al., 2014) or
through the formation of submesoscale instabilities (Gula et al., 2016; Ruan et al., 2017; Wenegrat & Thomas, 2020; Wenegrat et al., 2018). In this manuscript, we focus on the first of these mechanisms, energy loss
to quadratic BBL drag, and specifically how prior estimates of this may be significantly biased by unresolved
BBL processes. For simplicity, we will refer to quadratic BBL drag as bottom drag hereafter.
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Constraining the global contribution of bottom drag to the ocean energy budget is challenging due to the
range of space and time scales involved. Sen et al. (2008) used a set of 290 deepwater moorings in conjunction with satellite altimetry to estimate a global (omitting seas shallower than 3,000 m) sink of KE due to
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bottom drag of 0.2–0.8 TW, with the range representing uncertainty due to spatial biases in the mooring
locations and the vertical structure of deep-currents. This range is consistent with a more recent estimate of
0.3 TW from more extensive mooring and satellite observations (Huang & Xu, 2018), and with approaches
combining moored observations with numerical models that suggest a global integral of 0.1–0.7 TW (Arbic
et al., 2009; Wright et al., 2013). Despite the significant remaining quantitative uncertainty in the global
integrals, these estimates all point to bottom drag as playing a key role in the energetics of ocean circulation. Beyond the integrated budget, bottom drag also exerts a strong control on the energetics of mesoscale
eddies—which account for about 90% of the total ocean KE (Ferrari & Wunsch, 2009)—with simulations
suggesting effects of bottom drag on eddy size, baroclinicity, and the flux of energy between spatial scales
(Arbic & Flierl, 2004; Arbic & Scott, 2008; Thompson & Young, 2006; Trossman et al., 2017).
An important limitation in many observational and modeling investigations of bottom drag is that they do
not fully resolve the vertical structure of the BBL, where the magnitude of the velocity can decrease rapidly
toward the bottom through a combination of thermal wind shear and ageostrophic/frictional flows. Conceptually, this neglect may be argued as justifiable under the assumption of a steady-state energy budget
for the BBL, in which case input of energy to the BBL by drag on the interior flow is by definition balanced
by dissipative terms. However, when the bottom is not flat, the along-isobath component of the bottom
stress generates cross-isobath Ekman transport of buoyancy, which alters this conceptual picture in several
important ways as detailed below. Most critically, vertical shear in the BBL acts to reduce the strength of
the bottom velocities and drag, generating what MacCready and Rhines (1993) termed “slippery” BBLs
through the process of Ekman buoyancy arrest. The cubic dependence of bottom drag dissipation on bottom
velocities suggests that even modest reductions in bottom velocities will have large impact on the bottom
drag dissipation, an additional source of quantitative uncertainty not captured in the range of previously
published estimates.
In this manuscript, we therefore use a high-resolution numerical model of the Atlantic to quantify the
extent to which shear in the BBL reduces KE dissipation due to bottom drag. The manuscript is organized
as follows. In Section 2, we define the bottom drag and measures of dissipation we use to quantify changes
due to BBL processes. We then compute these quantities using a high-resolution simulation of the Atlantic:
we first focus on the western North Atlantic to illuminate physical processes in Section 3, and then the findings are extended to the full Atlantic in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we interpret the results in the light
of previous global estimates of the KE dissipation due to bottom drag, arguing that these prior estimates
are likely biased high by at least a factor of 2. These findings provide guidance toward future observational
assessments of the role of bottom drag in the ocean general circulation, and we outline a potential strategy
for parameterizing these effects in ocean general circulation models.

2. Bottom Drag Dissipation and Ekman Buoyancy Arrest
The bottom stress, or bottom drag, is defined using the velocity shear at the seafloor:
u
τ b  0
,
(1)
z z  0
E
 is the molecular viscosity,
where
E
0 is a reference density,E and u( z ) is the velocity vector parallel to the
seafloor. Due to the practical difficulties in measuring velocity shear at the bottom,
E
 b is typically calculated
using an empirical quadratic drag law:

τ b  0Cd | Vb | Vb ,
(2)

where
E
Cd is a drag coefficientE and Vb is the mean flow vector close to the bottom. At this point, the correct
bottom stress can be reproduced with a bottom velocity defined at any specified depth as long
E as Cd is defined appropriately. In some numerical models (also the case here),
E
Cd is parameterized with a logarithmic
law of the wall assuming that the lowest grid point is within the logarithmic layer.
Taylor (1920) further proposed to estimate the KE dissipation within theEBBL,  , as the dot product of the
bottom stress and bottom velocity
E
Vb, the famous cubic relationship as used in previous global estimates:
(3)
  τ b  Vb 
0CdVb3 ,
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where we denote the velocity magnitude as Vb  | Vb | . In the application of this bulk dissipation formula,
Vb can no longer be chosen at any arbitrary level but instead has to be taken very close to the seafloor, a
distance typically much thinner than the BBL thickness. It has been shown that Taylor's formula provides
a reasonable approximation of the true dissipation rate with an appropriate
E
Vb when the seafloor is smooth
(Ruan, 2021). Note that in some numerical models with a parameterized bottom stress instead of a no-slip
bottom boundary condition, the two sides of the equation above balance exactly. For the remainder of this
paper, we will
E call  the bottom drag dissipation.
Previous global estimates of the bottom drag dissipation of the eddying general circulation can suffer from
two main sources of error. First, although low-pass filters are generally applied to the velocity measurements, there is not always a clear distinction between the total low-passed flow and its geostrophic component (e.g., 72-h used by Sen et al. [2008] and Arbic et al. [2009]). This distinction becomes important when
comparing with the KE input rate at the sea surface where the geostrophically balanced flows are calculated
from altimetry. In this manuscript, we will therefore also specifically consider the drag on the geostrophic
component of the flow,
g  τ b  Vgb 
0CdVb2Vgb ,
(4)

where
E
Vgb is the geostrophic flow diagnosed directly from the pressure gradient field. Estimates
E of g can be
compared
E to  as a measure of ageostrophic effects in the BBL.
E

The other source of potential error in prior estimates of bottom drag dissipation is the assumption that
 can be estimated using measurements several tens to hundreds of meters away from the bottom. This
assumption—which is also implicit in many numerical models with unresolved BBLs—can be framed conceptually as an assumption of steady-state BBL energetics, such that energy lost from the interior flow
through bottom drag is balanced through dissipative terms (cf., Umlauf et al., 2015). This assumption is
likely approximately valid over flat topography with horizontal density surfaces, in which case only the
frictional forces within the bottom Ekman layer can modify the near-bottom mean flow magnitude. However, when the bottom is not flat the along-isobath component of the bottom stress generates cross-isobath
Ekman transport of buoyancy, which alters this conceptual picture in two important ways. First, the Ekman
buoyancy transport leads to an increase of available potential energy (APE) in the BBL, such
E that 10%  50%
of the energy lost from the interior flow by bottom drag goes to APE in the BBL rather than to irreversible
dissipation (Umlauf et al., 2015). Second, at subinertial time scales, the buoyancy anomalies generated by
the cross-isobath Ekman transport adjust to thermal wind balance, thereby directly reducing the strength
of the bottom velocities and drag, generating what MacCready and Rhines (1993) termed “slippery” BBLs
through the process of Ekman buoyancy arrest. Observational estimates using velocities well above the bottom, and numerical models with coarse vertical resolution near the bottom, will not capture these effects.
Importantly, we emphasize that our focus here is not on the steady state of the Ekman arrest adjustment—
which 1D theories suggest can have characteristic time scales of days to years depending on slope angle,
stratification, and Coriolis frequency (Brink & Lentz, 2010; MacCready & Rhines, 1991)—but rather a more
physically relevant “partial” arrest state where there is some reduction of the mean flow magnitude through
the BBL. The cubic dependence of the bottom drag dissipation on bottom velocity (Equation 3) suggests that
even small reductions of bottom velocity may have significant impacts on the energetics. This finding has
been confirmed recently by Ruan et al. (2019) who used large-eddy simulations to show that the bottom
friction velocity scaled linearly with the change in geostrophic velocity over the boundary layer depth—indicating that even in cases where the BBL is far from full Ekman arrest the reduction in bottom velocity due
to thermal wind shear may significantly reduce KE dissipation within the BBL. In the following sections, we
therefore use realistic high-resolution simulations of the Atlantic Ocean to quantify the effect of BBL shear
on basin-scale estimates of bottom drag dissipation.

3. Effect of Boundary Layer Processes on Bottom Drag Dissipation
We use a high-resolution numerical model of the Atlantic (Figure 1) to illustrate the effect of BBL processes
on the velocity structures and dissipation estimate. The Atlantic wide simulation GIGATL3 is performed
with the Coastal and Regional Ocean COmmunity model (CROCO), which is built upon the Regional Oceanic Modeling System (ROMS, Shchepetkin & McWilliams, 2005). It solves the free surface, hydrostatic,
RUAN ET AL.
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Figure 1. The distribution of velocity at the top of the bottom boundary layer
(V; a) and at the bottom-most grid point
E
(Vb; b), the bottom boundary layer
E
2
3
thickness (H; c), and log10 (Vb  Vgb /V ) (d) in the zoomed Atlantic domain. The gray curves in panels (c), (d) denote the 3,000 m isobath. The pink dot (near
E
42N, 65W) in panel (d) (over the continental slope) represents the location of the short transect shown in Figure 2a.

and primitive equations using terrain-following vertical coordinates. The simulation domain covers the full
Atlantic Ocean with a horizontal resolution that varies between 3 and 3.5 km and with 100 vertical levels.
The simulation is run from January 2004 to December 2014. Initial and boundary conditions are supplied
by the Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA, Carton & Giese, 2008). The simulation is forced by hourly
atmospheric forcings from the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR, Saha et al., 2010). Tides are not
included in this model solution, which could affect the quantitative estimates of bottom drag dissipation in
shallow seas by direct interaction with geostrophic flows (e.g., Rocha et al., 2018). The bathymetry is taken
from the SRTM30plus data set (Becker et al., 2009).
E The k   turbulence closure scheme is used to parameterize vertical mixing, and the Canuto A stability function formulation is applied (Canuto et al., 2001; Umlauf & Burchard, 2003). There is no explicit lateral diffusivity in the simulation. The effect of bottom friction
is parameterized through a logarithmic law of the wall with a roughness length
E
Z 0  0.01 m.
For computational convenience, we start by examining the model output (i.e., velocities and BBL thickness)
in a subdomain covering the continental slope in the North Atlantic where the deep western boundary
current flows along the continental margin (Figure 1). The BBL thickness (H) is defined using a density
threshold such that the top of the BBL collocates with a density decrease of 0.01
E kg m 3 from the bottom-most grid point, although other definitions are tested as discussed below. Based on this definition,
the BBL thickness is generally tens of meters
E to O(100) m over the continental shelf with the maximum
RUAN ET AL.
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BBL thickness exceeding 300 m over the steep slopes (Figure 1c). These values are much larger than the
E
O(10) m. The interior current speed over the study region is
Ekman depth, which typically does not exceed
O(0.1) m/s (Figures 1a and 1b).
We are primarily concerned with the difference between the bottom drag dissipation estimates with and
without a resolved BBL. We define two ratios:
 Vb2  Vgb dA
,

(5)
 V3 dA
3
 Vgb
dA
,
g 
(6)
3
 V dA

to demonstrate this discrepancy. E
Here, A isEarea, V is the total velocity linearly interpolated on top of the
BBL,E and VE
b and Vgb are the total and geostrophic velocities at the bottom-most grid point in the model,
which is typically 10–20 m (depending on the thickness of the bottom-most grid cell) away from the bottom
topography over the study region (Figure S1). Similar to previous estimates using mooring records, the diagnostics here are obtained from 5-day averaged velocities to remove high-frequency signals.
E


E and g are the ratios of the integrated bottom drag dissipation using the near-bottom velocities accounting for a BBL shear (with the subscript “b”) and total velocities on top of the EBBL (V). The top of the BBL
is chosen as an approximate representation of previous estimates using measured velocities away from the
bottom, although this comparison is not exact due to the range of criteria used in prior studies. We provide
two estimates of the bottom stress using near-bottom velocities in the dissipation calculation, one using the
total velocity
( ) and the other one using the geostrophic velocity
E
(g). An implicit assumption underlyE
ing the calculation is that the magnitude and spatial variability of the bottom drag coefficient
E
Cd are well
known. This is often not the case and the uncertainty associatedEwith Cd can be as large as an order of magnitude. However, this is beyond the scope of our exploration here as we are primarily concerned with the
velocity structures near the bottom. Again, the ratios introduced above highlight two important distinctions
from previous estimates: (a) the reduction of the flow magnitude through the BBL by thermal wind shear
and (b) the KE dissipation associated with the geostrophic flow rather than a full velocity, a more relevant
and appropriate quantity compared with the wind work on the surface geostrophic motions.

We restrict our analyses over the continental slope region shallower than 3,000 m—where the strong
boundary currents reside (Figure S2)—as this is where Ekman theory predicts the largest effects. We also
exclude regions shallower than 200 m as these regions are excluded from most previous calculations of
the wind energy input into the general circulation (e.g., Scott & Xu, 2009; Wunsch, 1998), and because the
effects of atmospheric forcing can reach the BBL, complicating interpretation. The slope region we focus on
(between 200 and 3,000 m) has an integrated near-bottom KE approximately equal to the vast abyss below
3,000 m, despite the slope region having an area of only 12% of the abyss, making it disproportionately
energetic in the general circulation. Importantly, the point-wise dissipation ratio Vb2  Vgb /V3 (i.e., the ratio
of Equations 4–3 where
E
V is used in Equation 3) is almost ubiquitously below unity above the 3,000 m
isobath, whereas there is more variability in deeper areas (Figure 1d). This spatial pattern is consistent
with the theoretical expectations of Ekman arrest dynamics such that larger velocity reduction is found
in regions with large horizontal buoyancy gradient (a combination of strong stratification and steep slope)
and BBL thickness (see an example section in Figure 2a; Brink & Lentz, 2010; Ruan et al., 2019). This result
contrasts with the finding of Wright et al. (2013), who found a weak downward increase of KE in the lower
100 m. This difference may result from the moored observations preferentially sampling regions deeper
than 3,000 m where weak topographic slopes and stratification tend to reduce the efficiency of the Ekman
adjustment process (Figure 1d).
Since we are primarily focused on the dissipation associated with balanced mean flows, we decompose the
velocity into geostrophic and ageostrophic components. There is a weak mean vertical shear in the interior
(height above bottom [hab]/H
E
 1) due to the presence of large-scale tilting of isopycnals toward the slope,
but the tilting is less pronounced in the interior than within the BBL (Figure 2). Combining all the velocity profiles as a function of hab normalized to the local BBL depth and local velocity above the BBL, as in
Figure 2b, the bottom-most velocity
E
Vb is around 60%
E of V. Because of the cubic dependence of the bottom
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Figure 2. (a) An example transect over the shelf break demonstrating the reduction of flow magnitude associated with isopycnal tilting and thermal wind
E kg m 3 interval). The location of the transect is marked
shear. Color shading represents the magnitude of velocity and white contours denote isopycnals (0.1
in Figure 1d. (b) The median vertical profile of velocity, normalized by their respective values at the top of the bottom boundary layer (BBL), as a function of
height above bottom (hab) over the BBL thickness (H) in the zoomed Atlantic domain. The dashed gray and solid black curves denote the total velocity and its
geostrophic component. The magenta curve is a fit to the geostrophic profile above the BBL (hab/H
E
 1) extended to the bottom.

drag dissipation on velocity, this velocity reduction implies
E
R  0.25, a 75% reduction of the total bottom
drag dissipation that would otherwise be inferred E
using V3. The reduction of near-bottom velocity through
the BBL mostly reflects thermal wind shear due to the horizontal buoyancy gradient, suchE that Rg  0.22,
implying thermal wind shear in the BBL is significantly reducing the energy lost from the balanced circulation through bottom drag.

4. Estimates From a High-Resolution Numerical Model of the Atlantic
The same model is used to provide
E

E and g estimates for the whole Atlantic. To provide a more complete
picture, we calculate
E
E
using Vgb at the bottom-most grid point as before
E and V now at four different levels.
Specifically,
E
V is estimated using two different definitions of the BBL with density thresholds of 0.01 and
E kg m 3, with the latter a common choice in field studies (e.g., Ruan et al., 2017), and at fixed-depth in0.02
tervals (50 and 100 m) away from the bottom to illustrate the influence of instrument spacing, and near-bottom resolution in numerical models, on the dissipation estimate.
The distribution
E of  for the whole Atlantic is shown in Figure 3. To achieve a more reliable calculation,
we exclude the equatorial band
(5 from the equator) to avoid unrealistically large geostrophic velocities
E
due to the small Coriolis frequency. Similar to before, we also limit our calculations to regions deeper than
200 m to avoid direct atmospheric forcing and shallower than 3,000 m where the geostrophic currents are
strong; inspection of the profiles deeper than 3,000 m indicates that they are often not associated with a
true well-mixed BBL, and instead are associated with the very weak abyssal stratification of the quiescent
interior (Figure 3).
Significant reductions can be generally seen along the continental margins, consistent with the results in
our zoomed domain (Figure 3). The ratio in the interior is noisy (Figure 3) but is excluded from the integrated value
E
 with four different levels
E of  since they are deeper than 3,000 m. We summarize
E for V in TaE kg m E3 and  
ble 1. The reduction of the dissipation estimates are 56% and 59% E
using  
0.01
0.02 kg
RUAN ET AL.
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 Vb2  Vgb 
 Eusing V at (a) 50 m away from the bottom (b) the top of the BBL defined using
E kg m 3 threshold
Figure 3. The distribution
E of log10 
E a  
0.01
 V3 


in the whole Atlantic domain. The magenta lines represent the 3,000 m isobath that delineate strong reduction further inshore, which was included in the
calculation.

E

m 3 respectively, implying a significant reduction compared to the bottom drag dissipation estimated using
E
m 3 is 0.67, indicating a nonnegligible reducthe flow on top of theEBBL. g corresponding
E to  
0.01kg
tion using geostrophic flows alone. These
E
 values are associated with 5-day averaged velocities centered at
a specific time; we have performed similar analyses using a number of other output in different years and
seasons but the results do not vary significantly (Table S1).

5. Conclusions

E

Using high-resolution numerical models with resolved BBL structures, we demonstrated a significant reduction of the estimated bottom drag dissipation due to vertical shear in the BBL. This reduction results
from Ekman processes which generate ageostrophic flows and lead to a state of partial Ekman arrest, where
enhanced thermal wind shear in the BBL reduces the near-bottom velocity. Using a density threshold of
E kg m 3, we showed that the bottom drag dissipation is only 0.44 of what would be calculated using
 
0.01
the velocity on top of the BBL. Even using flows only 50 m away from the bottom—a distance much shorter than the near-bottom resolution in typical global ocean models or the spacing between in situ moored
instruments—this ratio is still less than 0.5, highlighting the importance
of resolving the BBL to accurately estimate the bottom drag dissipation.

Table 1
Summary of the Diagnosed
E
 Using the Geostrophic Velocity at the Bottom
and Total Velocities at Four Other Depths With Fixed Depth and Density
Interval Thresholds

E
E

E

z 50m
E

E
z 
100m

E kg m
 
0.01
E 3

E kg m 3
 
0.02


g

0.49

0.39

0.44

0.41

0.74

0.59

0.67

0.63

RUAN ET AL.
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These findings suggest that previous global estimates of the bottom drag
dissipation are likely biased high by unresolved BBL shear and the robust decrease evident in Table 1 suggests that prior estimates may be
biased high by 30%–60%. Using bottom moored current meters, Wright
et al. (2012) estimated 40–56 GW of bottom drag dissipation at the Atlantic zonal boundaries (between 15 and 60 N). Using the same parameters
E kg m 3, our estimates of bottom drag dissipaCd  0.0025
E and 0  1035
tion around the same location are 38.3 and 40.9 GW using
E
V at 100 m
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E kg m 3, respectively. Our estimates fall close
above the bottom and at the top of the BBL E
using  
0.01
to the lower end of the range in Wright et al. (2012) and this could be due to (a) our choice
E of V, which
is closer to the bottom than the current meters; (b) the exclusion of depths between 100 and 200 m in our
estimate compared with Wright et al. (2012), which could include strong boundary currents that are more
directly influenced by atmospheric forcing. Nonetheless, when considering the BBL shear, Equation 4 only
yields 15.5 GW of bottom drag dissipation within the same area in our model, a reduction of about 60%.

Direct comparison between our estimates and prior work over the global ocean is made difficult by the
various criteria that have been applied to select “near-bottom” velocities from observations, varying model
vertical resolution, and differences in spatial coverage between observations and models. To the extent that
our findings from the Atlantic can be applied to the global integral, our calculation would suggest a revised
global estimate of the bottom drag dissipation in the range of 0.04–0.5 TW (found by adjusting the previously estimated range of 0.1–0.7 TW according to the values presented in Table 1). We emphasize however that
the effects of Ekman adjustment on bottom drag are most pronounced in regions of strong stratification and
steep slopes, hence the direct extrapolation of the Atlantic results to the global ocean should be viewed with
skepticism. Of particular interest is determining whether a similar reduction of bottom drag is found along
continental margins in the Southern Ocean where the swift Antarctic Circumpolar Current contributes a
significant amount of the global KE dissipation. Lastly, the comparison between different simulations is
also affected by the detailed numerical implementation, for instance the distance of the bottom-most grid to
the bottom topography through which the parameterized drag coefficient can vary (such that in this model
the mean value is 0.0037 with standard deviation of 0.0012); it can also be sensitive to the parameterizations
used in the numerical models, which can influence the general partition of global KE and thus the respective dissipation rates (e.g., Pearson et al., 2017; Trossman et al., 2013, 2016).
One potential strategy for addressing the discrepancy between the true near-bottom velocities and those
measured at larger height would be through a reduction of the drag coefficient in the bulk formula, which
is similar to the strategy employed in existing parameterizations of the drag coefficient across the log-layer
(although those are not designed to apply across the entire BBL). It is currently unclear how best to do
this for a velocity reduction that is highly variable in both space and time, and instead, development of a
physically motivated parameterization of the near-bottom velocity reduction due to the physics of Ekman
buoyancy adjustment may be preferable. Indeed, assuming that the bottom velocity decays in time during
Ekman adjustment such that it can be written
E as Vb   (t )V, Equation 3 implies that the time-averaged

bottom drag dissipation shouldEgo as    3 0CdV3 where the overline indicates time averaging (consistent
with the empirical finding of Umlauf et al. [2015]). Application of this approach requires knowledge of the
functional form
E of  , and the proper time scale for averaging, however it does offer hope for simple corrections to the average bottom drag dissipation calculated using interior velocities. Idealized modeling by Ruan
et al. (2019, 2021) also suggests the possibility that the true instantaneous bottom stress could be related
to modeled or observed interior quantities (such as interior stratification and velocity) through the ratio of
the BBL thickness to the theoretical full Ekman arrest thickness. This would allow bottom drag estimates
to be corrected for the unresolved effects of partial Ekman arrest in the BBL. Extending these approaches to
a full-parameterization requires additional development, but would potentially allow for a more complete
assessment of the global integral of the bottom drag dissipation and its effect on ocean circulation.
Despite the considerable remaining quantitative uncertainty in the global estimates, the robustness of the
reduction of the BBL dissipation found here for the Atlantic model domain suggests that bottom drag dissipation may play a smaller role than previously hypothesized in removing KE from the balanced flow. Other
mechanisms, including submesoscale instabilities of the BBL and the generation and breaking of internal
waves near rough bathymetry, may be key to closing this gap. Submesoscale instabilities of the BBL in
particular are not resolved even in the high-resolution Atlantic domain considered here (Dong et al., 2020;
Wenegrat et al., 2018). These instabilities may affect the BBL dissipation both indirectly by modifying the
dynamics of the Ekman adjustment process and directly by offsetting a portion of the reduction in bottom
drag dissipation through enhanced dissipation of balanced KE (Wenegrat & Thomas, 2020). Future work
considering both the vertical and horizontal fine-scale evolution of the BBL will help to constrain the global
pathways through which the balanced KE in the ocean is dissipated through quadratic bottom drag and
other mechanisms.
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Data Availability Statement
The information about the simulations can be found at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4948523. The data
used in this study can be obtained at http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4773369.
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